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by Zachary D. Lyons

Hard facts about soft shell blue crab
What to buy, when to buy, when not to buy

After 8 to 10 hours, they will begin 
to develop a new shell, called a “paper 
shell,” which, while still soft, is not desir-
able as a soft shell crab.

live, fresh dressed, or frozen?
Most soft shell crab is sold frozen. Harvey 
Linton, owner of Linton’s Seafood in Cris-
field, Md., which buys its crab from a num-

Soft shell crab appetizer with linguinni-carbonara and panchetta bacon chip.

Each issue, our Impeccable Source guy 
interviews sales reps from across North 
America. The question: What do they 
demand in wild seafood they eat at home? 
They know the market. They know the 
product. Now, you do too. 

WHeN I WAS IN college 
in Philadelphia, a 
trip to the historic  

Reading Terminal wouldn’t 
be complete without a 
fried soft shell blue crab 
sandwich. 

For folks away from the Eastern 
Seaboard, soft shell crab is something 
often encountered on Japanese restau-
rant menus in the form of a “spider roll.” 
Anyone who has ever had the pleasure of 
eating a soft shell blue crab knows what a 
delicacy it can be, but how do you know if 
you are getting the best quality? 

I reached out to some experts in Mary-
land and North Carolina, both large pro-
ducers of blue shell crabs, to find out what 
you need to know, and ask, before you 
order soft shell blue crabs for your menu 
or case.

what is a soft shell blue crab?
Blue crabs live along the Atlantic Coast 
and the Gulf of Mexico. When these waters 
warm in the spring months, the crabs begin 
to shed their shells, so they can grow. 
According to www.blue-crab.org, which offers 
a wealth of information about blue crabs, 
soft and hard, they can mature to adulthood 
in only 12 to 18 months, and they can shed 
their shells as often as once a month when 
the water is warm enough. 

Commercial crabbers known as “water-
men” can catch blue crabs using any of a 
half-dozen methods. 

Once caught, watermen examine the 
crabs for telltale signs that they will soon 
be shedding their shells. 

Crabs ready to shed are then held in 
“shed tanks” in temperature-controlled 
water until they shed their shells, at 
which point they need to be removed and 
dressed almost immediately. 
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ber of watermen, says fresh soft shell crabs 
keep for only about three days. 

Carol Haltaman, from Handy Interna-
tional, in Salisbury, Md., gives them up to 
seven days. Handy also buys from water-
men — dozens of them. 

Linton and Haltaman both say that live 
soft shell crabs are extremely delicate, with 
some always dying in transit. 

Both dealers draw their soft shell blue 
crabs from the Chesapeake Bay. Dave Gold-
smith of Goldsmith Seafood catches and 
processes his blue crab in Wanchese, N.C. 
He freezes all but the few of his soft shell 
crabs that he ships live to New York in the 
early peak season.

“If we overnight fresh soft shells to you,” 
said Linton, “by the time you get them, you 
only have two days to use them. If we ship 
to you frozen, you can thaw out as many as 
you will need by running them under cold 
water for about two minutes, and the rest 
will keep frozen for up to six months.” 

As for live crabs, “Half will die in tran-
sit from bouncing,” said Linton, and they 
will still need to be cleaned when received, 
whereas fresh dressed and frozen come 
already cleaned.

“Some chefs just prefer fresh, no matter 
what,” said Haltaman. “Live crabs must be 
kept at 50 degrees. Any that die in transit 
will still be edible, but must be cleaned and 
used immediately. Fresh dressed can be 

kept at regular cooler temperatures, and 
they have already been cleaned.” 

One big difference between buying live 
vs. fresh dressed vs. frozen is shipping 
costs. Both live and fresh-dressed must be 
shipped overnight, which can mean that 
your shipping costs could be more than 
the crab itself. This is a significant consid-
eration, given that all of our experts seem 
to agree that there is little qualitative dif-
ference between frozen and live or fresh 
dressed, and given the fragility of live crabs 
and the short shelf life of fresh dressed.

Regardless of what your preference is 
— live, fresh dressed, or frozen — all our 

experts agreed that there are just some times 
of the year that fresh dressed crabs simply 
are not available.

Goldsmith says he can get soft shell crabs 
out of Carolina waters from March to Sep-
tember, with the peak being April to June. 
May and August are the best months for 
Chesapeake Bay soft shell crabs, said Lin-
ton, though he says the season there runs 
from March 15 through October. 

Some shed tanks have produced soft 
shells as late as November, said Haltaman, 
but not even soft shell mangrove crabs (see: 
“Where do they come from?” below) are 
available year-round. 

“I have tried to track down fresh soft shell 
crabs in January and February,” said Lin-
ton. “They simply do not exist. If someone 
tells you they’re fresh in the dead of winter, 
they’re wrong.”

were they cleaned and 
frozen properly?
Goldsmith holds his blue crabs in shed 
tanks until they shed. Then he removes 
them within an hour of shedding and cleans 
them. 

“They have about four hours before they 
start to harden and develop a paper shell,” 
he said. “If they are live, they should be 
blowing bubbles. The livelier they are, the 
harder their shells get.” 

“They need to be kept cool, around 50 
degrees,” said Goldsmith. “If they have 
been in the freezer too long, they can get 
frost inside and lose color.”

Once they’ve shed, you have to clean 
them right away, Linton said. “Dressed” 
means “cleaned.” 

“We cut off the eyes, the ‘dead fingers’ 

The source of much blue crab: Dock and sheds for America’s watermen.

A bit of soft shell crab adds counterpoint to sushi.
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The source of much blue crab: Dock and sheds for America’s watermen.

Congratulations to the 
2007 Seafood Champion Award Recipients!

Seafood Choices Alliance established the 
Seafood Champion Awards to recognize  
outstanding leadership in advancing the market for 
ocean-friendly seafood. This year’s winners 
demonstrate their commitment to ensuring a lasting 
and diverse supply of seafood by actively promoting 
corporate responsibility and accountability through 
the development and implementation of business 
strategies that leverage sustainable sourcing.

Seafood Choices Alliance is a global trade association for 
sustainable seafood. For more information about our awards 
program and other activities, visit www.seafoodchoices.org.

Fedele Bauccio
CEO and Co-founder, Bon Appétit Management Company

Frontera Grill 
and Topolobampo Restaurants

Peter Redmond
VP/Divisional Merchandise Manager Deli & Seafood, Wal-Mart

Lindblad Expeditions

 2006 Bethany VersoyC
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[gills], and the apron [the tab on the back of 
the bottom of the crab],” he continued. “We 
remove the paper shell crabs and sell them 
for bait.”

“In the peak spring season, some larger 
operations are harvesting soft shells from 
their shed tanks so fast that they don’t have 
time to clean them,” said Linton. 

“They freeze them before cleaning them. 
Then they thaw them out later and ‘refresh’ 
them, which means they finally clean them, 
and then they freeze them a second time. 
This process hurts the flavor. Ask for crab 
that was cleaned before ever freezing, and 
tell them not to give you paper shells.”

Handy International sells frozen crabs 
individually wrapped and blast-frozen at 
minus-40 degrees, or packaged in form-
fitting trays that are frozen in nitrogen at 
minus-70 degrees for 15 minutes. 

Haltaman said they clean their crabs 
before freezing. “Make sure they are frozen 
quickly,” she said. “When they are stacked 
together in boxes, they stick together, and 
they freeze more slowly. The meat isn’t as 
bright.”

“Make sure it has a nice, soft shell, and 
that the crab is removed from the water 
right after shedding,” said Haltaman. “Make 
sure they have all their legs and claws. In 
the wild, they may lose a claw or leg, but 
when shedding they should have them all. 
Besides, it makes for a better presentation. 
They should be of a uniform size in the car-
ton, and the meat should be nice and white. 
If it is gray, it probably was slow-frozen.”

where do they come from?
Blue crabs live in a wide area along the U.S. 

Atlantic and Gulf coasts. Harvey Linton 
argues that Maryland produces the best 
tasting soft shell crabs. 

“Crabs from along the southern coast, like 
Georgia or North Carolina, are good, but 
crabs from Chesapeake Bay are better,” he 
contends. “The warmer water down south 
has more iodine in it, and that reduces the 
sweetness.” 

While Dave Goldsmith contends that his 
Carolina crabs are just as good, they both 
agree that imported crabs are not.

They are referring to mangrove crabs 
found in the waters off Thailand, India, 
Malaysia, and Indonesia. 

 These crabs are about the same size as 
blue crabs, but they look distinctly different. 
They similarly shed their shells, and they are 
caught and processed for soft shell crabs. 

“Handy has begun processing soft shell 
mangrove crabs in Southeast Asia in addi-
tion to the blue crabs we process in Mary-
land,” explained Haltaman. “When cooked, 
soft shell mangrove crab tastes very similar 
to soft shell blue crab. Side by side, you 
might not notice a difference.” 

Haltaman said Handy began selling man-
grove crab because of the sharp reduction 
in the number of waterman catching blue 
crab on the Chesapeake Bay, and because 
the price for mangrove crab is lower. As for 
blue crab, Haltaman doesn’t see a big differ-
ence between Maryland and Carolina crabs. 
“They’re not like oysters, where warmer 
water reduces sweetness.”

You cannot get live soft shell mangrove 
crabs shipped to the United States. Handy 
has tried, with little success. The journey 
is too long. In fact, said Haltaman, fresh 

dressed soft shell mangrove crabs are diffi-
cult and expensive to ship here, so they ship 
frozen, via containerships.

what size are they?
Soft shell crabs are sold in five size ranges: 
medium, hotel, prime, jumbo, and whale. 
The size names are more than 100 years old, 
said Linton. 

 “Medium is the smallest,” he explained. 
“Hotel means you can fit three on a sand-
wich. Mediums and hotels are the least 
expensive, and they are popular for church 
fish fries, special events, and the like. Prime 
and jumbo are favored by restaurants,” Lin-
ton continued. Both of those sizes work out 
to one crab per sandwich. 

Jumbos range from 5.5 to 6.5 pounds per 
two-dozen crabs, said Linton. 

“Whales are the largest, and they are 
favored by high-end restaurants that usu-
ally serve them on platters,” he said.

how should I cook them?
Linton recommends pan-frying, not deep-
frying, soft shell crabs. 

“Deep-fried crabs absorb a lot of oil that 
hurts the crab, and the process dries out the 
meat,” Linton said. “Instead, coat them with 
a light coating of seasoned flour, and pan-
fry them in vegetable oil over medium heat, 
turning them until golden brown.”

Haltaman also prefers pan-fried. “While 
deep-fried is easier, pan-fried allows for 
more seasoning,” she explained. “Pan-fried 
crabs come out sweet and tender.”

how do I choose the right wholesaler?
Although our experts didn’t agree on much, 
there was unanimity on one thing: Don’t call 
looking for samples and identify yourself as 
a chef or retail seafood manager. Instead, 
start out by asking questions based on the 
above information. 

If they answer those to your satisfaction, 
place an order — a small order to start, like 
one dozen. Try them out. If you are happy, 
try ordering a second small order from 
them. You are testing them for consistency 
here. Once you are satisfied that they are liv-
ing up to your expectations, order at will. 

Hopefully, you will be starting a long 
relationship. H

If you want our Impeccable Source Guy to 
look into a particular wild catch seafood product, 
send an e-mail to editor@wildcatchmagazine.
com or call (206) 709-1840, ext. 255.

Nothing fancy, except for the taste: A classic dinner combination.
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